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Abstract. We present the current status of the spectroscopic follow-up of a large number of
RR Lyrae (RRL) halo overdensity candidates recently found by Torrealba et al. (2015) using
southern-hemisphere data from the Catalina Real-time Transient Survey (CRTS). Character-
izing the individual RRL stars in these overdensities is crucial to confirm them as real halo
substructures. Low-resolution spectra have been obtained for RRL stars in 11 different overden-
sities, using the SOAR and Magellan telescopes. Radial velocities and metallicities have been
derived so far for 123 and 99 RRL stars, respectively.
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A complete census of substructure in the Milky Way halo is essential to understand
the history of formation of our Galaxy, and thereby provide constraints on models of
hierarchical galaxy formation. Until recently, however, the southern celestial hemisphere
has remained virtually uncharted territory, with halo substructure having mostly been
identified in the north. The situation is now beginning to change; in particular, Torre-
alba et al. (2015, hereinafter T15) have recently provided a list of southern overdensity
candidates based on RRL stars identified using CRTS data. Spectroscopic follow-up of
the individual RRL stars in these overdensity candidates is now required to confirm their
true nature, or to discard them as artifacts or random clumps among halo field stars.

The main goal of our project is to perform spectroscopic follow-up of the T15 can-
didates, thereby deriving radial velocities (RVs) and metallicities ([Fe/H]) of individual
RRL contained in these overdensities. This, together with their distances and other infor-
mation from the literature (when available), will help us to properly establish the physical
properties of each overdensity. By comparing with data for other previously known sub-
structures, including those from the northern hemisphere, we also hope to establish any
possible links that may exist amongst them.

Low-resolution (R ∼ 2000) spectra have been obtained using LDSS3@LCO and Good-
man@SOAR for ≈ 200 stars covering 11 of the 27 overdensities from the T15 catalog,
including Sgr 1, Crv 1, Hya 1, and Hya 2. Figure 1 displays the RRL from T15 and those
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the targeted RRL overdensities (shaded polygons). Filled
symbols correspond to RRLs with spectra while gray points are all the RRLs in the T15 catalog.
Heliocentric distances are color-coded according to the scale on the right.

observed by us in each of the targeted overdensities. RVs have been measured for 123
stars, and corrected for their pulsation phase using the Sesar (2012) templates. [Fe/H]
has been estimated for 99 stars using the method of Layden (1994). Typical errors are
∼ 20 km s−1 and 0.2 dex, respectively. Our preliminary analysis tentatively suggests a
connection between Crv 1 and the Virgo Stellar Stream (Duffau et al. 2006), and reveals
an interesting bimodal radial velocity distribution for Hya 2. Hya 1 is of special interest
since Casetti-Dinescu et al. (2015) identified a moving group in this part of the sky. Our
RVs together with proper motions will allow us to study in detail the nature of this
object. Testing of the relation between Sgr 1 and the Sagittarius tidal stream using both
data (e.g., Koposov et al. 2012) and disruption models (e.g., Law & Majewski 2010) will
also be afforded by our data. Detailed comparisons with models of the smooth halo will
be carried out to help confirm or reject these connections, and to assess their significance.
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